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Abstract
AC-DC converters for industrial applications have been relying on double-stage architecture for quite a
long time. A non-isolated, single- or three-phase, single- or multi-level stage typically feeds an isolated
DC-DC stage, with capacitors between the two stages providing the necessary energy storage. On the
other end, renewed interest in DC power systems drive new developments in the field of fixed-ratio
bus converters, with very high performance to cost ratios. This paper proposes a new AC-DC system
architecture based on fixed-ratio bus converters. System functions are described and analyzed for the
classic as well as the proposed approach; benefits, trade-offs and design methodology for the novel
architecture are also discussed.

Background
The need for highest availability in the telecom systems world has driven the adoption of SELV DC levels
of voltage for power distribution, with specialized architectural approaches.[a] At the same time, the
need for high efficiency and high density has determined the evolution of distributed power systems
toward architectures that employ optimized power components.[b] [c] Among those power components,
fixed-ratio bus converters have been developed to provide state-of-the-art performance.[d] [e] The need
for high-power, high-density systems has also driven the development of equivalent, fixed-ratio bus
converters capable of 300 – 400VDC input[f] [g] and isolated, Safety-Extra-Low-Voltage (SELV) output.
This paper proposes a new approach in medium-power industrial rectifier systems, aiming at leveraging
the availability of such power components, as shown in Figure 1.
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For the purpose of this analysis, single-phase and three-phase systems will be discussed separately.
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Single-phase systems
Single-phase systems present the challenge of storing the necessary energy to sustain the DC load while
the power drawn from the AC line follows its sinusoidal nature.
Established architecture issues and a test case
The established power system architecture[h] is based on a two-stage approach as shown in
Figure 2, where the systems functions are listed below each element. For the purpose of this paper, it is
interesting to notice that:
nn
As shown in Equation 1, in the single-phase case, RMS current in capacitive storage elements forced
by AC-DC converters is a linear function of processed power and capacitor voltage:

ICAP

RMS

≅k•

POUT

(1)

VOUT

where POUT and VOUT are the output power and voltage of the AC-DC stage, and k ≅ 0.8 – 0.9 is a
constant.[i] [j]
nn
Capacitors current rating is instead almost linear with capacitance, with coefficients that vary
depending on capacitor technology, termination and energy density.
The total capacitance installed in a classic rectifier system, as shown in Figure 2, is therefore determined
by the ripple current capability of the chosen capacitors bank. This implies relatively large capacitors,
which maintain a relatively low-line frequency ripple as well as voltage drop during hold up applied to
the DC-DC stage.
Telecom rectifier test case
Input: single phase AC; Output: 48V, 25A, 1200W; Hold-up time: 10ms, full load. Figure 3 shows the
AC-DC output voltage ripple and the capacitor’s RMS current capability for the considered case with
general purpose 450V Al-electrolytic capacitors.
Figure 2
Classic rectifier system elements
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A 1mF, 450V Al-electrolytic capacitor, rated to sustain ~5ARMS 120Hz current ripple, can easily fit this
application, which requires ~3ARMS at full load; with this configuration, the DC-DC stage needs to
reject ~14VPK-PK line frequency voltage ripple at full load, while during hold-up time the capacitor will
discharge from 390 to 358V, which corresponds to a mere 16% of the total energy stored. System
efficiency of 94% can be achieved, with the DC-DC converter stage accounting for 60 – 70% of total
power losses (~96 – 97% efficient). Equations 2 and 3 show the approximate system efficiency as well
as a baseline of system volume breakdown.

ηSYSTEM = ηAC – DC • ηDC – DC = 0.975 • 0.965 = 94%

(2)

VSYSTEM = VAC – DC + VCAP + VDC – DC

(3)

≅ 0.2 + 0.4 + 0.4 = 1p.u.

Following are two notable issues with this standard architecture:
nn
450V Al-electrolytic capacitors offer too much energy storage and insufficient line frequency current
handling capability.
nn
DC-DC converter stage provides line voltage ripple rejection from a very narrow voltage range for the
greater part of the operational time, and line regulation only during hold up.
Proposed architecture and application to the test case
The proposed architecture is based on the consideration that system operations in regular conditions do
not require a regulated second stage, as the AC-DC stage can easily accomplish average, “bulk-type”
regulation. A bus converter can be implemented,[k] with an auxiliary “ripple compensation stage”, as
shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4
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The bus converter now steps down (or up) the output of the AC-DC stage, while providing isolation.
Stacked with its output, a small isolated DC-DC converter stage actively compensates for the
line frequency ripple that is simply transferred through (and scaled down by) the bus converter.
Considerations regarding installed capacitance still apply, however the AC-DC stage is now regulating
the load most of the time. Bus converters are typically 1.5 – 5% higher efficiency and 2 – 3x denser
than DC-DC converters; because majority of power (>85%) is now processed by the bus converter
stage, significant density and efficiency improvements are obtained at system level.
Telecom rectifier test case
Input: single-phase AC; Output: 48V, 25A, 1200W; 1mF, 450V Al-electrolytic capacitor.
During hold up, the capacitor experiences a minimum potential difference of 358V, at which point
the DC-DC auxiliary converter will need to provide up to 48 – 358V/8 = 3.5V, which translates to less
than 90W at 25A output. Because the DC-DC stage only processes 2 – 4% of overall power, even a
relatively inefficient design would not affect the overall result, mostly determined by the bus converter
performance. Equations 4 and 5 show the estimated total system efficiency as well as the system
volume breakdown:

ηSYSTEM = ηAC – DC • (96% • ηBUS CONV. + 4% • ηAC – DC ) (4)
= 0.975 • (0.96 • 0.98 + 0.04 • 0.85) = 95%

VSYSTEM = VAC – DC + VCAP + VBUS CONV. + VAC – DC

(5)

≅ 0.2 + 0.04 + 0.12 + 0.03 = 75p.u.

Further enhancements of the proposed architecture
Because bus converters are bidirectional in nature and have the characteristic of broadband
transformers, energy storage can be placed either at the input (high voltage) or output (low voltage),
like for example shown in Figure 5. This option provides the designers with choices previously
unavailable for energy storage other than capacitors, such as ultra-capacitors or high-density batteries.
Figure 5
Secondary side energy storage
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Moreover, secondary-side energy storage avoids propagation of input line transients to the storage
elements, which in turns increases their overall lifetime and reduces the need for significant de-rating.

Three-phase systems
Several different approaches have been used in the past decades for active three-phase rectification. An
excellent summary is provided in [l]. The main advantage of several converter topologies for three-phase
PFCs is the use of storage elements for filtering purposes rather than line-frequency energy storage. The
simplest explanation is that single phase AC-DC converters face the challenge of storing the necessary
energy to sustain the DC load while the power drawn from the AC line follows its sinusoidal nature; this
implies a steady, low frequency current flow through the storage elements. Three-phase AC systems
can instead provide continuous power flow in regular operations and functional filtering can be ideally
limited to the converter switching current components.
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A clear example can be seen in [m], where a single storage element is utilized within the converter
(an electrolytic capacitor). Figure 6 shows how available storage components (capacitors and batteries)
fit the requirements of the power system as function of energy storage density and electrical time
constant required by the application. As stated before, AC line ripple filtering can be greatly reduced
in this case; at the same time, more and more systems don’t require hold up anymore, but rather short
term back up (typically up to 1min, after which generator sets guarantee the energy supply). To the
rectifier system design, this market trend translates into the possibility of avoiding medium density
storage elements altogether.
The only standing issue with respect to medium density, medium speed storage elimination is the
phase-loss event. As clearly demonstrated in [n], losing one phase in a three-phase rectifier system
requires the filter capacitors to provide the line-frequency AC current that would have been provided
by the converter branch normally powered by the missing phase. If a short term back-up is required,
the converter can actually be managed very simply and effectively by equating the phase-loss event
to a complete line brown-out: converter should stop operating and rely on downstream batteries or
ultra-capacitors.
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Telecom Rectifier test case
Input: three-phase, three-wire 400 – 480VAC; Output: 48V, 150A, 7200W, with secondary-side
battery back up.
Classic rectifier architecture is shown in Figure 7, while the proposed one, based on bus conversion,
is shown in Figure 8. Beside the DC-DC converter stage being replaced with a bus converter, the
capacitors between the two stages have also been changed from electrolytic to non-polarized,
film‑polymer type, useful for switching noise filtering rather than line-frequency energy storage.
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The application-specific characteristics of interest between a regulated DC-DC stage and a bus
converter are listed in Table 1.
Table 1
Characteristics of interest of
DC-DC converters and
Bus Converters for
three-phase rectifiers

Characteristic

DC-DC Converter

Bus Converter

Power flow

Unidirectional

Bi-directional

Bandwidth

10 – 50kHz

>500kHz

Regulation

Full, load and line

Unregulated

Input to output characteristic

Fully decoupled

Broadband transformer

The bus converter presents the unique opportunity to leverage an existing, well established battery
back-up system as line frequency filter element, reducing (or possibly completely eliminating) the need
for storage components such as electrolytic capacitors. To better understand how this works, it is useful
to refer to AC models of both the bus converter (shown in Figure 9) and generic lead-acid batteries (still
widely diffused, although the same approach would be applicable with advanced battery technologies,
such as NiMH or Li-ion).
Figure 9
Bus converter AC model,
excerpt from [o]
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Figure 10
Lead-acid battery third-order
model, excerpt from [p]
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(<1kHz) AC model
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Table 2 summarizes the modeling parameters and their value range.
Table 2
Example of parameters for
AC models shown in
Figures 11 and 12

Parameter
ROUT

Description

Typical Value

Bus converter series output resistance

n

Bus converter turn ratio

R1

Battery branches resistances, inversely proportional to state-of-charge

R2

Battery branches resistances, directly proportional to state-of-charge

C1

Battery internal branches capacitance

5 – 30mΩ
8
1 – 10mΩ
1 – 10mΩ
1000 – 10000F

The broadband, bidirectional characteristic of the bus converter enables the battery to act as bulk
component with respect to the AC-DC stage. The frequency characteristic of the battery, as “seen”
from the AC-DC converter, will therefore be a simple first-order low-pass filter with slightly variable
gain (and variable cut-off frequency); using Table 2's range of values, its time constant ranges between
1000 and 10000s, effectively acting as a very large capacitor with respect to the rectifier first stage. It is
useful to remember that, while large batteries might be able to support operations with a missing phase
(because of relatively low internal resistance), it could be conceivable to leverage the battery backup
during any anomaly on the input AC line: missing phase, brownout or voltage sags. Line transients
wouldn’t affect the small, non-polarized capacitance between the two stages while the output would
be completely decoupled.

Conclusion
Bus converters can be used to enhance density and efficiency figures of industrial rectifier systems.
They enable flexibility regarding local energy storage, which can be either placed on the high-voltage
side or the low-voltage side, or both. For medium and large systems, the bus converter enables the use
of existing (or otherwise necessary) battery backup on the low-voltage output as bulk power storage
element for power conversion purposes, eliminating the need for large (and potentially unreliable)
electrolytic capacitors.
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